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Objective 

[My goal is to personalize the objective of my organization, thereby effectively playing my required role towards 

the actualization of my company’s purpose for existence, improving the scope of my experience and building an 

enviable career, maximizing an interpersonal work relationship across diverse strata and representing the core 

value of my organization at all time and in every place.] 

Skills & Abilities 

[Solution thinking and system design, Idea development, Leadership and team building, Effective 

communication, Data Analysis and Research and crypto trading, Marketing and negotiation, ability to learn new 

thing and adapt to new environment, Social media platform proficiency. Online affiliate Marketing, Public-

Speaking and Article writing. Microsoft Excel Expert] 

Experience 

[Database Administrator] — [Believers Loveworld Plc.] [2011] — [Date] 

[Designed a robust and effective DBA system.  Evaluates data analysis models and procedure. 

Presentation of periodical analysis and reporting. Identifying problems through data analysis 

and proffering of solutions. Generates data to aid right decision making. Creates strategies 

for data generation. Maintain Data security and Data backups.] 

[Pearl Sovereignty Nig. Ltd] — [Marketing Executive] [2010] — [Date] 

[Oversees the day to day marketing activities of the marketing department. Planning 

developing and implementing effective marking communication campaign. Developed 

strategies effective and continuous business relationship sustainability with our customers. ] 
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[Marketing Manger] — [Tunsbel Technology Ltd] 

[Managed the day to day marketing activities of the company.  Developed marketing 

strategies for the company within the company’s objective. Increase the company’s customer 

based with over two hundred and twenty percent. Precise reporting and monitoring of 

marketing effectiveness and communication. Introduced several platforms to market and 

promote the company’s product. Develop the company’s profile and product catalogue] 

[2009] — [2010] 

Education 

[Crypto Plus Certified] —[Cypto Currency Certifeid Trader, Dubai- United Arab Emirate] [2017] — [2017] 

  

[National Open University] — [BSc I Communication Technology, Lagos- Nigeria] [2015] — [Date] 

 

[Uniben] — [Diploma in Chemical Engineering, Benin City- Nigeria] 

[You might want to include your GPA here and a brief summary of relevant coursework, 

awards, and honors.] 

[2005] — [2007] 

Communication 

[I am an effective communicator; able to convey an idea or agenda to an individual, a team of people and to 

larger crowd of people in clear teams without losing the main essence of the message, and also placing a great 

value and importance to my audience and their individual uniqueness. In every presentation; I seek to duplicate 

the vibe of my message in my audience.]  

Leadership 

[Over the years, I have built teams from scratch with a great relationship among the team members; developed 

model and structure for effective operations and realization of team set goals. As a result of this businesses have 

been given birth to, and I am also a leader of groups in my local church.] 

[G. C. E] — [West African Examination Council, Lagos - Nigeria] [2004] 

[Comprehensive Secondary School] — [O’ Level Certificate [1992] — [1998] 

  

 

[Kanidinma Primary School] — [Primary School Certificate, Delta state - Nigeria] 

[You might want to include your GPA here and a brief summary of relevant coursework, 

awards, and honors.] 

[1984] — [1992] 
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